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Abstract 
The aim of this paper is to obtain real bounds on the accumulated roundoff error due to the 
addition of positive independent random variables in floating-point arithmetic. By “real bounds”, 
we mean an interval I such that the error belongs to I with a high probability. We show that the 
real bounds for a rather high probability (0.99 and more) are much tighter than those obtained 
from the known “strict” estimates. The length of the real distribution interval grows as fast as 
n3’2 where n is the number of addends, i.e. n’!’ times slower than what could be expected from 
the strict estimates. The method is extended to the process of numerical integration. Experimental 
results are given. 
1. Introduction 
Summation of a long sequence of real numbers is a frequently used macro-operation 
in computations. Calculation of a scalar product of vectors, integration of real functions, 
digital filtering are well-known applications. Another example is the implementation of 
a simulation process: the process is described as a sequence of events ei with a time 
distance hi between ei_1 and ei. One usually knows & or some characteristics of 6i (a 
distribution function for random 6,, etc.), and wants to know the absolute time C:=, 6, 
of an event e,. If we have two such processes, then we have two sequences {e:},{ei’} 
with time distances {al}, (6:). Simulation of concurrent processes requires the answer 
to questions such as: “is eb just before ei or not?“. In such cases cf=, 6: and c,“=, 8; 
must be known with high accuracy. 
Many problems can be reduced to the addition of IZ terms. Increasing II usually leads 
to theoretically more accurate results. For instance: 
_ in numerical integration it is the number of integration steps; 
_ a more accurate model in simulation has a larger number of events. 
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On the other hand, it is a well-known fact [4, 151 that the JEoating-point arithmetic 
used in computers [l l] for representing the real numbers has undesired properties. For 
example, addition is not associative: sometimes (ar&~)&zs # ai$(u2&s), where < 
represents a “machine addition” with rounding. Thus we have an accumulated error 
E,, if we add n real numbers. 
Generally, the computing error consists of two parts, H, (a model error, i.e. the error 
that would be obtained if the floating-point computations were exact) and E,,. The first 
one usually is a decreasing function of n, the second one usually is an increasing 
function of n. This leads to an optimization problem: choose n in order to minimize 
the total error. 
Probabilistic approaches are often used to analyze algorithms. Studies assuming ran- 
dom input data have become a standard method. It is usually assumed that the input 
values are uniformly distributed in some range. Many successful examples of such 
probabilistic approaches are known: estimates for expected time complexity functions 
of sorting algorithms, hash functions, searching algorithms, etc. 
The aim of this paper is to evaluate realistic estimates of E,, for large-scale addi- 
tion and integration processes. We develop a probabilistic approach for the following 
reasons: 
- there are many applications where addends actually are random variables; 
- sometimes the addends are non-predictable; one can consider such addends as pseudo- 
random variables; 
- we estimate classes of computational processes; 
- mathematical reason: without assuming a random input error, it is very difficult to 
predict the behavior of the accumulated error - some input values may lead to no 
error at all, while some other may lead to the maximum possible error. 
Summation processes are studied in many papers [ 1,9,16]. Some of them use prob- 
abilistic methods. Usually, the estimates of the accumulated error that are based on an 
interval analysis are too pessimistic. In most cases the actual errors are smaller. There- 
fore, the problem of calculating realistic estimates is important. The source of such 
estimates may be the probabilistic approach to the analysis of roundings. The proba- 
bilistic approach is natural for a large number of addends and/or a large number of 
similar calculations. Being the method that is adapted to study massive occurrences, the 
probability theory allows to obtain mean (i.e., expected in most cases) characteristics, 
and probabilities (frequencies) of different deviations from the means. 
Throughout the paper, it is assumed that the input data, i.e. the addends &, are 
mutually independent, random positive variables, with probability distribution Fi(X) = 
P{ti<x}, F(0) = 0 (F is not necessarily uniform). If the addends are non-random 
data then one can interpret Fi(X) as an histogram, and the distribution function of the 
accumulated error can be interpreted as the measure of the set of events {E <x} under 
every kind of reordering of the addends. 
Adduced to this paper, a priori and a posteriori estimates of errors demonstrate 
some possibilities of the probabilistic methods, when applied to analysis of calculation 
processes. 
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2. Roundofi error distribution 
In Jloating-point arithmetic [lo] machine numbers are represented in the form p x PJ’, 
where p < 1 is an m-digit signijicand, and p an integer exponent. The representation 
is normalized if p B f . When being input, a number 5 is replaced by one of its two 
neighbouring normalized machine numbers. Those two numbers have exponent p = 
Llogg [I + 1, and their distance is pPem. To estimate the representation error induced 
by this replacement, a probabilistic approach is often used [14]. 
When an addition is performed, a supplementary error arises, because both addends 
must be rewritten with the same exponent. One of the addends, say t, will then be 
represented with an exponent k greater than the exponent p of its normalized represen- 
tation. We shall examine the rounding process just from this point of view, i.e. when 
5 is rewritten with an arbitrary exponent k. All numbers 5 < fik may be rewritten 
with exponent k. Their conditional distribution is P{ r <X / 5 < /lk} = F(x)/F’(fik) for 
X@. 
It follows that the roundoff error of the number 5 to be added is distributed in an 
interval of length r = bk-“, the disposition of which on the real axis depends on the 
rounding mode. 
Three rounding modes for positive numbers are of interest: downward directed 
rounding, when ot<< (05 is the rounded number); upward directed rounding, when 
o<>[; and rounding to the nearest machine number. Now we shall consider the 
roundoff error in every case. 
2.1. Downward directed rounding 
When a positive number is rounded downwardly, the roundoff error E = t - ot is 
positive and is distributed on the interval [0, r). Its distribution function can be obtained 
from the formula of the complete set of events. The distribution is equal to (define 
1 = /Y/r = 1”): 
i-l s nT+X l-l P{&<X} = c WY)/Wk> = c FYnz +x> - O~)l /Y~k)~ n=O nz n=O 
where x E [O,r). This difficult-to-calculate expression may be reduced if we know 
the z-transform P(z, t) = C,“=, z-” F[z(n + t)] of the function F(x). Let us do the 
necessary inference. 
The incomplete sum CiIA F(nr +x) is a function of the variable 1. The z-transform 
of this function is P(z)/(z- 1). P{E <x} also depends on I, and has an image @z, c) = 
&:)-F(r) 
+ I)F(gk) The inverse transform gives us the error distribution: 
P{E<X} = & f @(z, ";)z'-' dz = c Res @(z, t)z’-‘, 
where the integration is executed along a circle of center zero and whose radius is 
larger than the moduli of the poles of the integrands. 
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For example, let 5 have the distribution F(x) = 1 - ee”. The z-transform of this 
function is F(z, ‘i;) = 5 - ‘3 (d = e+). The function &(z, :) = cZ_~\;Z~~&k, 
has two poles zi = d and z2 = 1. The residue at point z1 is equal to ,i\J$$, and 
that at pomt z2 is equal to (i $$$, . Thus, the sum of the residues gives P{E<x} = 
(I-@)(1-d’) _ 1-e-a 
(1-W(P) 
_- ,&-rr. 
2.2. Upward directed rounding 
For the upward directed rounding the error is negative and distributed on the interval 
(-r, 01. Its distribution function is 
l-l 
P{E<X} = ngo [F(nz + 7 +x> - F(m)] /F(p), x E (-z, 01. 
Applying the results of the z-transformation theory we get another expression for 
this distribution, obtained by replacing &z, :) by &z, : + 1) in (1). 
2.3. Rounding to the nearest machine number 
Consider a more general rounding. Define 
OE = rls/r17 
{ 
if {E/Z} < a (downward directed rounding), 
r( le/rJ + l), if {E/Z} > a (upward directed rounding), 
where 1x1 is the integer part of x and {x} its the fractional part. The rounding to the 
nearest machine number corresponds to the particular case a = 0.5. 
The error distribution function on the interval (0 < x < az) has the form: 
l-l 
nzo [F(nz +x) - F(m)] /F@) or c Res &(z, z)z’-’ 
and on the interval (-( 1 - a)z < x < 0): 
I-1 
C [F(nz + z + n) - F(nz + az)] /F(jP) 
n=O 
or 
CRes 
F(z, 1 + S) -%a)ZI_l 
(z - 1)QP) . 
The cases of the downward directed rounding mode and the upward directed rounding 
mode are particular cases of this one, corresponding to the values a = 1 and a = 0. 
3. Use of Markovian chains 
Let us turn to the computation of the accumulated error. Roundoff errors arise in 
every addition. However, this process is non-homogeneous. The next accumulated error 
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addend is not statistically permanent and it depends on the value of the sum formed 
S, = o(S,_i + 5,) rather than on the number of addends. To be more precise, it depends 
on the exponent of this sum, namely p(S,) = jlogBS,J + 1. 
Considering the process of formation of the sums 
as a process of discrete time, we can pick out the following time moments 
0, t_ I,..., t(,,tl,..., tk ,... 
such that p(S,,) >, flk and p(S,,_i) < bk, i.e. tk is the moment when the sum reaches 
the level flk (we will call it an “moment of intersection of level /Jk” in the following). 
Let us denote (--Y + 1) the minimum machine represented exponent. 
Consider the period of time between two neighbouring intersection moments. During 
that period, S,, = o(S,_i + 5,) = S-1 + 04, is true, where S-1 and S, are the 
machine (rounded) values of the (n - 1)-th and nth sums. In other words, if the 
exponent of the partial sum is not changed when we add a new addend, then the 
addition and rounding operations can be exchanged. It follows that the arising error 
E, = (S-1 + 5,) - o(S,_i + 5,) does not depend on the value of the sum, and only 
depends on the value &, and the value of the level of the process location. Thus 
the successive roundoff errors that arise between neighbouring intersection moments 
are mutually independent and identically distributed. Therefore, within the bounds of 
each level, the process of the formation of the accumulated error is a homogeneous 
stationary process with independent increments. This fact simplifies the analysis. 
For the calculation of the total error accumulated at the moment of intersection of 
level fik it is necessary to know the sojourn time for each level. This time, Nk = tk+ 1 -tk 
is a random variable which may be equal to zero. On the average, Nx_ increases with 
the level number k. 
The total error immediately before the moment of intersection of level fik is equal to 
h’-, 
Ek zz C c;-” + Nz’ E;-r+‘) + . . + NF’ $1, 
I=0 i=O 1=0 
(2) 
where $) is the error of one rounding at the level p’, at) = 0, and Nj is the sojourn 
time of the process {Sn} at the level flj. If we introduce the generating functions of 
integer random variables Nj : Pi(z) = C,“=az”P{N/ = n} and the Laplace-Stieltjes 
transformations 
J’ 
+‘X 
J 
+CC cp&(s> = e-” dP{& 6x}, (pi(s) = ePXdP{sCi)<x} 
-m -,aZ 
of the distribution functions, then 
k-l 
&,@I = n Pi(d(S>) 
i=-_r 
(3) 
will correspond to the equality (2) between the random variables. 
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For the determination of the generating functions Pi(z), we shall consider the Marko- 
vian chain {(Nj, St,)} f o vectors whose first component is an integer equal to the so- 
journ time between the levels fij and pi+‘, and whose second component is a real 
number equal to the value of the sum at the moment of intersection of level pi+‘. 
Define the first state of the chain as (N_,,&) = (0,O). 
The process at level /?j begins from the value $, and it ends when the sum reaches 
the value /? j+’ Therefore, for the probabilities, we can write the following equations: . 
t,+C-I 
P{Nj < n} = P{S,+, > B’+‘} =P{S1, + $, OjCi > pj+'}. (4) 
I 
The value Ojsi is the rounding of the value .Q, corresponding to level j. For II = 1 the 
upper index of that sum is smaller than the lower index: this means that sum is equal 
to zero. The case Nj < 1, i.e. Nj = 0, means that in the previous step a jump over 
two (or more) levels took place, the moments tj and tj+l coincided and there was no 
error corresponding to the level /3j. The probability of this event is essentially large 
for small j when already the first addend ~1 can have an exponent which considerably 
exceeds j. 
Applying the results of the renewal theory [2] we can define the generating function 
Pi(Z) by the relation: 
Pj(Z) = 1 + EZiel(Z - I)Ki(/3’), 
i=l 
where Ki(x) is the convolution of the function PCS,, <x} and the (i - 1) functions 
P{OjEi <cc} = Fj(X). The distribution of the random variable St,+, will be determined 
by the equation 
s B /+I m,,, <xl = Fj(X - U)Mj(U> - Hj(p”) + P{$, GX}, (x>/I’+‘). (6) 0 
The function Hi(x) satisfies the integral equation, 
s x Hj(X) = P{S$ GX} + Hj(x - U) @j(U), 0 (7) 
which is called the renewal equation. The function Hj(x) is called the renewal function. 
The value of this function has a simple meaning when x = /3j+‘: it is the mathematical 
expectation of the variable Nj, i.e., Hj(Pj+‘) = MNj. This fact will be used later. 
Relations (5)-(7) completely define the probability characteristics of the state of the 
Markovian chain at the moment of intersection of level pi+‘. Through the characteris- 
tics of the previous state (i.e. the state at the moment of intersection of level pj), and 
from the initial condition and relation (3) those relations make it possible to determine 
the probability characteristics of the accumulated roundoff error. One must notice that 
those estimates are a posteriori estimates, since they are based on the knowledge of 
the sum (or level) at the end of the (summation) process. 
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Naturally, we are interested in the accumulated error not only at the moment of 
intersection of level flk but when the sum reaches some value S. It is not difficult to 
obtain the result for this case as well. Having found the exponent of the sum p(S) = 
Llogg S] + 1, one can find the first part (from level 0 to level pk, k = p(S) - 1) of 
the accumulated error. The second part (from level Bk to level S) has a distribution 
whose Laplace-Stieltjes transform is 
ptcPi(s>) = l + 5 [cP;(S)]‘-’ [Cp;ts) - l]Ki(S)t 
i=l 
where Ki(X) is the convolution of P{,!$ <x} and of (i - 1) functions P{ok&x}. 
Unfortunately, those relations are rather complicated for effective calculation. There- 
fore, in the next sections, we shall obtain simpler asymptotic results, and also approx- 
imate relations giving the mean value and variance of the accumulated error. 
4. Moments 
In the following, A4 denotes the mathematical expectation (average value) of a ran- 
dom value and D denotes its variance. For example, k%k is the mathematical expecta- 
tion of the accumulated error Ek, and DNi is the variance of the number of additions 
Ni. 
The semi-invariants (or moments) of the random variable Ek can be obtained by the 
differentiation of In cpi,Js). The mathematical expectation A4Ek is equal to the value of 
the derivative of this function with s = 0 with the opposite sign, and DEk is equal to 
the second derivative with s = 0. From (3) we get: 
kfEk = - ltc: $ hPi(ql(s)) Is=0 = ‘9 hf&(I’) .MN,. 
j=-_r 
For the variance, after differentiation and some transformations we get: 
k-l 
DEk = c [(A~c(~))~DN. + DE @) 1 . MNi] 
(8) 
(9) 
i=-_r 
Let us apply the above formulae to analyze the accumulated error. 
Theorem 1. If the addends <i are mutually independent and have the same continu- 
ously derivable distribution function F(x), then for downward (or upward) directed 
rounding 
and for the rounding to the nearest machine number: 
iirnW ,&nr (fl”-2kn/iEk) = 0. (11) 
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Proof. Let us denote 
k-l 
Then 
ak+,,,, = 7 + Bm-2(k+‘)MNiM,&k). (12) 
The second addend consists of two factors 
b k+l,m = P-k-lMNk; ck+,,,, = /jm-(k+‘)M&k), 
If the distribution function F(x) has a continuous density function, then limmeoo ck+l,m 
is equal to fi for the downward (or upward) directed rounding, and 0 for the round- 
ing to the nearest machine number. We also have limm+oo M o r = Mt. The ele- 
mentary renewal theorem [2] and the previous equality give limk,, limm-,a MNk/ 
(fik+’ - pk) = (Mt)-‘. So, we have: 
and the sequence (12) converges to a finite limit limk_oo limm_,m ak,m = A, which 
satisfies A = A/p2 + lim,&.+, lim,,, bk,mck,m. These values are written in the right- 
hand parts of (10) and (11). This completes the proof. 
Comments on Theorem 1. The result describes some properties of the arithmetic of 
the computer, more precisely, dependencies between the accumulated error and the 
arithmetic parameters /3 and m. In other words, one can use the approximate expression 
Mz?& M f 
2M$ + l)bzk-” 
to compute the accumulated error for large m and k. This result does not depend on 
properties of the distribution F(x) (except for the average value Mt and some technical 
requirements). As above, we consider the ti (random values for the rounding errors) to 
be random only. If one knows a range of the input data for the summation algorithm, 
say, a < ti <b, then one can use Mt = ;(a + b) to estimate the accumulated error (as 
if F(x) were the rectangular distribution). If some values are known to occur more 
frequently than others, then one can use a unimodal distribution function. Fi(x) = F(x) 
indicates the absence of dependence between the value li of an addend and its rank i. 
Thus, assuming the same F(x) for all [i is not a restriction. Introducing the distribution 
F(x) allows to consider a general case of algorithm analysis. 
Theorem 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, and, additionally, assuming Mt2 < 
co for the directed roundings, the variance DEk of an accumulated error has the 
following asymptotic behavior: 
Jim, ,kr& (p2”-3kD&) = 
3Dt + (MO2 D2 
12(M03 /12+P+ 1’ 
(13) 
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machine number: 
(14) 
Because the addition operution is not associative, the accumuluted error may depend 
on the order of the addends. The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 1. 
We assume that the deferent addends li have different distribution functions Fi(_X) = 
P{C ,<x} but that there is A dependence between zV<i and the index i. 
Theorem 3. ff the series c:, Mti is divergent, and c:._, Mti = &L(X), x > 0, 
where L(x) is a slowly vurying (at in$nity) jbnction, then jbr downward (or upward) 
directed rounding: 
jim lim (fim-k(‘+‘/a)ME*) = * /q/Y” - I ) 
k-m m-cz 2all"(pl+li~ - 1)' 
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1. 
Especially, in the case tl = 1, a = M<, formula (15) goes to formula (10). The case 
x > 1 corresponds to partially ordered addends: M<j >,M<i for j > i (this does not 
necessarily mean <j a(i). 
For well-ordered addends we can obtain the two following theorems. Let us choose 
a set {&} of addends from the data range. This set is a sampling with replacement: 
all the <i are mutually independent. If we have no detailed information on the input 
data of the summation algorithm, then we can assume a uniform dist~bution of data 
in the range. In the general case we consider an arbitrary distribution function F(x). 
Before running the algorithm the set of addends is ordered: fl < 52 < < & < . . . 
Theorem 4. Zf the addends & are mutually independent and well-ordered (& 6 &+l) 
before the summation, then for do~vn}~ffrd (or upward) directed rounding 
jil /lm (P”-2kMEk) = f(2M<)-’ lg p-‘(xi - xItl ), (16) 
where x, is the solution of the equation ,V’M< = s: a(t)dt, and a(t) is the inverse 
,~unction of F(x). 
Proof. Let us repeat N times a sampling with replacement from the distribution F(x). 
The respective distribution F*(x) of the sample (which is a piecewise constant Cm&ion) 
converges in probability [3] to F(x). The staircase ikction a*(t), where 0 6 t G 1, t, = 
j/N and a*(j/N) = <j (the t,i are ordered values from the sample), is an inverse 
function for F*(x); so, a*(t) converges in probabili~ to a(t). The sum of the first i 
addends & is equal to 
AS; = 2 a*(tj) = (l/At) & U*(tj)dt, At = l/N. 
J”o j=O 
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Since limN,W W*($) - a($)I > E} = 0, we have: 
So, SiAt converges in probability to so”’ u(t) dt, where i = niN, or if we fix the value 
SiAt and consider ni as a random value, we have 
s n, a(t)dt 5 SiAt. 0 
Let Si = /PiA’, S = SO = pk. In accordance with the law of large numbers SAt = 
$ 5 N< and SiAt -L /?-‘Mt. Then ni 5 Xi. Since Nk_i = (ni_i - ni)N, 
Nk-i P Xi-1 -Xi 
- - 
S M( . 
The average value of the accumulated error is 
k-l 
It&& = c ?,cf&)~N~ = -&f~(k-i)MNk_i. J 
j=-m i=l 
Taking the properties of E(~-‘) into account we have (16). 
Example. Consider addends with a rectangular distribution. In this case xi = ~-‘i2, and 
formula (16) gives /3/(2M<(/I + fi+ 1)). F or summing without ordering we have the 
value p/(2M<(/I + 1)) in the right-hand part of (10). So, an ordering asymptotically 
gives the decreasing of the accumulated error, (/I + fi + 1)/(/I + 1) (we get 1.47 for 
radix 2, 1.29 for radix 10). 
Theorem 5. If the addends C are mutually independent and well-ordered ({i > ci+l) 
before the summation, then for downward (or upward) directed rounding: 
(17) 
where yi is a solution of B-‘Mt = Jj‘ a(t)&. 
5. Real bounds 
Now we have enough material to give an answer to the above question, about the 
real bounds on the error. By real bounds we mean two numbers bl and b2 such 
that the probability P{bl < Ek d b2) is close (but not equal) to 1. Each pair of such 
numbers is characterized by the corresponding probability (which can be viewed as the 
relative frequency at which the error falls between these bounds). It is not difficult to 
show that the accumulated error has an asymptotically normal distribution. The actual 
distributions of Ek quickly converge to the asymptotic distribution. It is possible to 
use the asymptotic distribution if fik > (4 t 5)Mt. For a normal distribution of the 
accumulated error, the numbers hl and 62 may be rewritten as MEk * 1(DE,+)‘/2, where 
1 is determined by the probability. 
Besides that, for comparison, let us consider two other estimates of the bounds. The 
first estimate / ME,,, j is obtained by the methods of Section 4 under the assumption 
that the roundoff error reaches its maximum possible value, which is equal to ~~‘-“(fl+ 
I )~~(~~)’ for the rounding to the nearest machine number, and to twice that value 
for the directed roundings. The second estimate is known, for example, [S, 91 as 
sup1 E 1 = [(n - l)rl + (n - 1)52 + (n - 2)5x -t . ‘1 -I- 25,_ I + tn] (b/2). fl-” (or twice 
that value for the directed roundings). We shall consider its average value Msup 1 E 1 =_: 
$M4(n2 + n - 2)/?-“. The variance DEk and the average value MEk in the estimates 
bi and 62 of the accumulated error must be presented as a function of MN = n too. 
How much tighter are the real bounds in comparison with the bounds given by the 
last two estimates ? The terms WI and 02 will denote the ratios of the lengths of 
the intervals of accumulated error distributions (according to the estimates /ME,,, / 
and Msup /E 1) to the real (in our sense) interval. The ~o~esponding formulae for the 
rounding to the nearest machine number are: 
IME,,, I 
ml = /(DE)‘:2 
= [3(/3* + P + 1)1”2n,,2 
wt-1) ’ 
Msupl E 
Lu2 = l(DE)li2 
I 
= .+(p + fi + 1)1lW . (nli’ +_ n-‘;2 _ ~~-3’2). (18) 
For the directed ro~dings these values must be divided by [l + 3D</(M5)2] “2. 
The coefficient 2 in (18) is chosen to get the corresponding probabilities. For instance, 
1 = 3.3 for P = 0.999, f = 2.58 for P = 0.99, etc. Calculation of estimates from 
(18) gives the following result: an error exceeds half of the estimate /ME,,,, ) or f 
of the estimate Msup I E 1 for 20 addends in one case out of a thousand only. For 
500 additions, 99% of the errors fall into & of the interval foretold by the estimate 
Msup / E j, and 1% only fall into the other $. 
This results explains the “pessimism” of the estimates of the kind sup j E /, that 
was noticed by many authors. The same results show that the real error (or realistic 
estimate) grows nl/’ times slower than sup j E / for the rounding to the nearest machine 
number, We have the same result for the distance between the bounds for directed 
roundings. 
6. Numerical integration 
In this section we discuss an application of the previous results to the calculation of 
definite integrals. Four numerical methods will be analyzed: the rectangular formula, 
the trapezoid rule, Simpson’s method, the “i” rule (from now on referred to as the 
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R-method, T-method, S-method and ~-method}. The inte~rand f(x) is viewed as a 
random function with positive values, so the integral s,” f(x) d.x is a random variable 
with an average value I. 
The accumulated error depends on the expected behavior of f(x) within [a,b]. 
We will study constant-expected integrands, Mf(x) = eonst., and functions satisfy- 
ing Mf(x) = gxr, where g is a positive real number, and y is real (increasing and 
decreasing unctions). 
We divide [u,b] into 8 equal parts and assume that an approximate value of an 
integral is calculated as a double sum (index(i,j) depends on the integration method): 
A = 5 cj $I f(xindex(i,j)), 0 < index <n, 
j=l i=l 
by the algorithm: 
A := 0; 
for j := 1 to k do 
begin 
S := 0; for i := 1 
A := A + c[j] * S 
end 
Let fi be a value f(xi), 
E(I) for the calculated 
independent for i # j. 
to I do S := S + f(x[index(i,j)]); 
0 < i <n. ME(I) is the average value of the ac~~ulated error 
value I of the integral. We also assume that f; and fj are 
Theorem 6. If the fi have the same twice-dl~erentiubte distribution function, then for 
the R and T methods, and downward (or upward) rounding: 
lim lim (,!lmn-‘ME(I)) = & MB + 1 - 0) 
k--SC0 m--+03 2@+ I)0 ’ (19) 
and for the rounding to the nearest machine number 
ii% ~&nW(~“n-‘M..(I)) = 0, (20) 
where 0 = (&)/Bk, k = [logg (&)_I, ts E (I,@]. 
Proof. In the R and T methods we sum up all the ordinates of the function (an average 
value of each ordinate is Mf = I/(b - a)). If the sum reaches Dk, then the average 
value of the accumulated error is 
k-l 
MEk = c M&‘)MN- t3 
j=--0p 
where Ni is the number of additions from the level p’ to the level pi+‘; &cif is a single 
rounding error on the level [p’,$“+‘)), .& E [0, r] for the downward directed rounding, 
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,(i) E (-r, 0] for the upward directed rounding, cci) E (-r/2, r/2) for the rounding to 
the nearest machine number rounding; r = flPm. 
If the sum reaches S, /Ik < S </Ik+’ then 
k-l 
ME(S) = ME(k) . MN(fik, S) + c A4&(‘)MNl. 
i=-_cro 
Let 
(21) 
ak,, = /?“‘n-‘ME(I) = pm &B-“WI). 
ME(Z) differs from ME(S) by a factor (b - a)/n. Thus 
The value ak+l,m is equal to 
akm I2 
ak+l ,m = p2+ (b - a)a2 
pm--2(k+l) [M&k+‘) . MN@+‘, &+‘> 
akm I2 P-1 a-1 =A+ 
P2 (b - a)a2 Ck+‘,m 
‘tdk’/j(o- l)+Ck,,,j uk- - 
B 
“‘k- I B ’ 
where 
Ck,m = 
pm-_(k+l)M&k), 
’ 
If the distribution function of the ordinates is twice-differentiable, then the distribution 
function of a single rounding error converges to the rectangular distribution, as m 
becomes infinite. So lim,,, ck,m = &i for the downward/upward directed roundings, 
0 for rounding to the nearest machine number. The values uk, ok, wk have the same 
limit l/Mf = (b - a)/I, deducible from the elementary renewal theorem [2]. So for 
the directed roundings, 
lim lim ak+l,m = fiP2 ,“mW km, ak,, p2-l-$1) (22) k-m m+nc: i - 
and for rounding to the nearest number, 
Hence formulae (19) and (20) directly follow. 
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Theorem 7. Under the conditions of Theorem 6 for downward (upward) rounding, 
and for the S-method: 
,lim, ~lW(pmn-‘A4E(Z)) = f 
@(B + 1 - B/G) 
4(P+ l)% ’ 
(24) 
for the 3iGmethod: if 01 <p/2 
(25) 
lim lim (/Yn-‘ME(I)) 
k+m m-cc 
(26) 
IP 
= *48c~: - (2ai(l+38)-3W- I)- & 
for the rounding to the nearest number these limits are equal to 0. Here 
Proof. In the S-method we compute two sums f 2 + f4 + . ’ . + f n_-2, and f I + f 3 + 
. . . + f n_ 1, which are asymptotically equal together and to a value S = aCjk = & . 1. 
The accumulated error of the total computation of the sum [f 0 + f n + 2( f 2 + . . . + 
fn_2) + 4(f 1 +. . . + fn-I)] is equal to 2ME(S) + 4ME(S) + E, where E = o(pk-“) 
is an error due to the multiplication by 2 and 4 and to the addition of fo and f,,. 
An inference based on formula (21) gives us an expression, which differs from (22) 
by the second addend factor and the complement addend ME within the square brackets. 
Taking the limit value gives (24). 
Inthe3/8-method, Z= i%(fo+fn+2S1+3&), whereSi = f3+f6+...+fn-3, 
Sz=fl+f2+f4+...+fn-2+fn-l. 
Asymptotics of sums (in accordance with the law of large numbers) are 
lim n-‘S1 = 
I 21 
n++CC 3(b- 
lim n-l& = 3(b _ a). 
fl-++CC 
Let us consider two cases. 
1. ai </?p/2. Analysis of the accumulated error with the fixed value S = aiak gives 
for the first sum: 
k-l 
i=-_m 
The second sum is a random value with an accumulated error 
E(S2) = c &i + c E;“-‘) + c &i 
NBYJZ) (“) JGl Nu--2 (v-2) + . . . ) 
i=O i=O i=O 
(27) 
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where Nj is the number of additions between levels pj and pi+‘, E(;) are the errors due 
to these operations; v = Ilog &j is a random value. The conditional average value 
(S, = S = a@) 
The unconditional average value 
The distribution function Fs, of Sl is asymptotically normal as it is given by the central 
limit theorem [3J and for any x > 0 
p (1 S*-2dk >x +(), Pk 1 I 
Thus, we can write an asymptotic formula for &: 
k-1 
M{E(&) = ME(~) . MN@, 2alfik) + c Mi+*)MN,. 
i=-_x 
After summing up all errors, using (29), we obtain 
(29) 
k-l 
+3M&“)MN(fik,2a,pk) + 5 C M&W] i . 
i=-m I 
The limits of the addends are computed as in the proof of Theorem 1. As a result we 
get (25). 
2. t~i > p/2. In this ease the exponent of & is as~ptoti~ally equal to the exponent 
of St plus one. The limit is 
+3 k Ms(“MNi] 
iz--oc 1 
and further, after transfo~ations, we have (26). 
The case of the rounding to the nearest machine number is evident. 
The previous results described the integration process for Mf(x) = const. If we 
have a set of random integrands f(x) that quickly increases (or decreases), then an 
application of those results can give inaccurate estimates of the accumulated errors. 
The following theorems describe the case Mf(x) = CJ.X~, 9 > 0, where y is a real 
number. 
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First, we prove a generalization of the elementary renewal theorem (as an auxiliary 
result). 
Theorem 8. If the average value of the integrand values satis$es Mf (x) > 0, x E 
[a, b], and if WX x is a continuous function, then > 
(30) 
where &(x) is the inverse of qS(z) = i s,‘Mf(x)dx, h is the integration step, H(x, h) 
is the average value of the number of addends (when an ~nte~raEion sum reaches x). 
Proof. Let p*(i,j) be the Laplace-Stieltjes transform (LST) of the distribution function 
P(f(xj) <f}, Then the LST of a convolution of the first r distributions is 
Since h ‘j& Mf(xj) = s,“Mf(x)dx + o(h), (x = a + (r - l)h), then k,*(s) = 
exp[-i s,“Mf(x)bc + o(s)]. The LST H*(s, h) is equal to the sum of the k,*(s) for 
all r 2 1. Substi~tion of the sum by an integral with an error ofh, s) gives H+(s, h) N 
s,” exp(-sz) d$(z). Furthermore, we get an asymptotic result (30) using the Tauberian 
theorems, with h -+ 0 (and thereby Ip(x) -+ CQ for s + 0). 
Theorem 9. If the ordinates f;: are mutually independent, heir distribution functions 
are twice-d~~erentiab~e, and Mf(x) = gxy, 9, y > 0, then for the integration uf f(x) 
within 10, b] by the R and T methods, and downward (or upward) rounding, we have: 
where Y = (1 + r)-‘, and g is defined as in Theorem 6. 
Proof. The average number of additions between levels 9 and p+’ is 
&jjj$ 2: !QYV . pRuypG+l )v 
I 
-B’y) 
under the condition that the integration sum should reach the value S = gflk, u E (1, /I] 
(we assume that I cv $bY+r, n = ~~~b/~ )_ Taking into account (2 I), we have 
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In particular, if y = 0, Mf(x) = g, this result coincides with Theorem 7. 
This method can also be used for an estimation of Simpson and &formulae. The 
result for Simpson formula is obtained by replacing cr by cro, and the factor i by a. 
There are more differences with the i-method. 
The following theorem describes the behavior of the accumulated error for decreasing 
integrands. 
Theorem 10. If the ordinates fi are mutually independent and if their distribution 
functions are twice-diflerentiable. Mf (x) = gx-Y, g > 0, y > 1, then for integration 
off(x) within [a, b], a > 0, by the R and T methods 
lim lim (P”n-‘IME(I < 2g(11_ a) 
k-mz m’cc 
{ p(1 - z)-” - (/I - 1) (1 - ;) -” - 1} ) 
(32 
where 
z _ WY - I), 
gal-y d = & lBk, ( > k = pogp $-I. 
Proof. The average values of the ordinates are 
of = g(a + (i - l)h)-y = (g/V)(i + q)-‘, i = 1,2, 
The average number of additions between levels j’ and p’+’ , in accordance with The- 
orem 9, is described by the asymptotic relation: 
(33) 
where v = (y - 1)-l. The value g . a’-‘/(y - 1) equals I, = s,” Mf (x) dx. Since 
S = I/h, 
x__p’+lwl-l) pzzzz P i+l-k ’ ’ < 1 .- 
gal-Y ‘a I, 
for i < k - 1. We can write a convergent series for MN;:: 
vB’-‘+(P- 1)+ 
m 
v (p-k$)2(p2- I)+... 
00 
which is based on the Maclaurin series for (1 - x)-~. The accumulated error has an 
average value 
ME(S) N &p v(p - 1)&P k2 pzl 
{ 00 iz-_oo 
+------ v(v2; l)@ - l)(--&)2p2k ks p3’ + . .} +kflq~k,s) 
i=-_co 
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Q32-1 ,+$&. + v (--&-) jy-q +..’ 
+kfE(pk, S). 
Let denote z = I/& < 1. Since (p’ - 1 )/(fl+’ - 1) < l/p, we have 
{ 
z p-1 
v-- + 
v(v+l) z z&1 
Cr/?2-1 
___ ; _+...} < $((*-f)-“-1). 
2! 0 
The second addend ME(pk,,S) is the average value of the accumulated error between 
levels /Ik and S. It has an asymptotic value similar to (33). After transformations we 
obtain (32). 
With rounding to the nearest machine number, we get an accumulated error whose 
average value equals zero. So, the main characteristic of the error is its mean square 
deviation or its variance DE(I). 
Theorem 11. Under the conditions of Theorem 6 for the rounding to the nearest 
machine number and the R and T methods: 
lim lim (/32mn-1DE(I)) = g (1 - iz) , 
k-m m-ice 
for the S-method: 
lim lim (fi2”n-‘DE(I)) = 
k-cc m-+m 
rsc= (&)//ii, 
(34) 
(35) 
Proof. The variance of the accumulated error is 
k-l 
DE(S) = C [(ME(i))2DNi + DE(‘)MN<] + (ME’~‘)~DN(/~~, 5’) + DE(~)MN(~~, S).
i=-a 
If we take into account that Ma(i) = 0 for this rounding mode, then 
k-l 
DE(S) = C DE(‘)MN, + DE(~)MN(~~, 5’). 
i=-_oo 
The variance of the integral is DE(I) = h2DE(S) = (Z/S)DE(S). Let us denote ak,, = 
( $)282mn-1 [Cfz!, D&(‘)MN + DE(~)MN(/~~, apk)], 
ck m = D&k)pW- 1 -k) ok = ktNkb-k, wk = MN(pk, ~7/?~)fi-~. 
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Then we can write 
I 
ak+l,m = F + (b _ a)o3 [Ck+l,mWk+lf12 + Ck,mVkb -’ + L.k,&@kP-‘1. 
Note that 
hm Wk = (a - 1 )(b - U)/r. 
kdcc 
Therefore, the sequence ak,, converges to a finite limit A = limk,, lim,_+, Uk,m 
which satisfies A = $ + &(p3 - 1 - i(p’ - 1)). The result (34) follows immediately. 
Now, using a proof similar to the above one, but based on the relation DE(/) = 
(h/3)‘(4DE(Sl) + l6DE(&)), we obtain (35). 
7. Numerical examples 
The previous results can be used to build approximate relations. For example, (19) 
gives an approximation of ME(I) as an a posteriori estimate: 
ME(Z) = nfi-” 
IP(P + 1 - P/g> 
2(p+l)o . 
(36) 
Other approximations can be obtained from Theorems 7-l 1 in a similar way. 
Let us consider three simple examples to show the accuracy of the approximations. 
We used three different kinds of functions for our numerical experiments: (1) {sinx+s}; 
(2) {x’+E}; (3) {(x+0.1)-2+~}, h w ere E was a random variable, 1.~1 < 10-3. So the 
f; were mutually independent with Mf(x) = sinx; x2; (x + 0.1)-2. The integration 
interval was [0,3], the parameters of the floating-point arithmetic were j3 = 16, m = 6. 
Trapezoid and Simpson rules were used for numerical integration with n (number of 
steps) between 50 and 1000. The accumulated errors ME(Z)* were statistically esti- 
mated for each type of function, method, and value of n. These values were compared 
with theoretical estimates, obtained from (19), (24), (31) and (32). 
The computation of the theoretical value ME(I) for f(x) = sinx + E was done using 
(36) for the T-method as if we had a constant f(x) = f Ji sinx dx (in accordance 
with Theorem 6). This is a rough approximation, and ME(Z) differs from ME(I)* 
significantly (up to 7%). For f(x) = x2 + F and (x + O.l)-* + E, our estimates were 
more accurate (the difference is less than 2%). 
8. Conclusion 
To sum up the results: 
From a probabilistic point of view, the real bounds on the accumulated error can be 
considered as an interval. The probability to fall in that interval is almost 1. 
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- The methods of the renewal theory allow us to obtain estimates for those real bounds. 
_ Even for very high probability (0.99 and more), the real bounds are much tighter 
than the bounds obtained from the known strict estimates. The length of the real 
distribution interval grows as fast as n 3/2 where n is the number of addends, i.e. ,‘I2 
times slower than what could be expected from the strict estimates. 
_ The method can be extended to other similar computational processes. 
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